
The Blueprint for Life?Dror G. FeitelsonShool of Computer Siene and EngineeringThe Hebrew University of Jerusalem91904 Jerusalem, Israel Millet TreininDepartment of PhysiologyHebrew University Hadassah Medial Shool91172 Jerusalem, IsraelAbstratThe genome projets being ompleted today, and espeially the Human GenomeProjet, have reated a great interest in understanding the information enoded inDNA. In this ontext, DNA is often referred to as \the blueprint for life" | implyingthe assumption that all the information needed to reate life is enoded into the DNA.But this approah ignores the omplex interations between the DNA and its ellularenvironment, interations that regulate and ontrol the di�erent spatial and temporalpatterns in whih DNA is expressed. Moreover, the partiulars of many ellular stru-tures seem not to be enoded in the DNA, and they are never reated from srath;rather, eah ell must inherit templates for these strutures from its parent ell. Thusit is not lear that all life proesses are diretly or indiretly enoded in the DNA,asting a measure of doubt on the onept that they an be understood solely basedon the study of its sequene.IntrodutionBioinformatis, genomis, proteomis | these �elds of study have exploded into the publieye in reent years, with the dramati mehanization of DNA sequening at an industrialsale, and with the advent of miroarrays that allow the expression patterns of thousandsof genes to be quanti�ed simultaneously [4℄. These breakthroughs are already beginningto deliver in terms of new ways and means to lassify tumors, and new insights on how to�ght viral infetions. Suh ahievements are based on better observations on one hand, andbetter understanding of ellular proesses on the other. This has also opened the door tomore basi questions involving the interplay of di�erent omponents in a ell's life yle. Inpartiular, we are interested in the degree to whih \everything" is enoded in the DNA.One of the greatest sienti� disoveries of the twentieth entury is the struture of DNAand how it enodes proteins. The simplisti view, taught in high shool, is as follows. DNAontains the information needed to reate proteins, namely the sequene of amino aidsthat needs to be stringed together. This information is transribed into mRNA, and thentranslated by a set of mediators (whih are also enoded by DNA) inluding ribosomes andvarious types of tRNA. One reated, the proteins interat with eah other in the ellularenvironment, leading to the biohemial proesses of life.1
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Figure 1: The simple model: a linear progression from information to funtion.An analogy to this proess an be found in the workings of omputer programs. Programsare originally oded in some high-level language (HLL), whih spei�es the sequene ofinstrutions that is to be arried out. This is translated from the abstrat high-level languageto an exeutable form by a ompiler (typially in two steps: parsing and ode generation).Finally, the exeutable is brought to life by its interation with the omputer hardwareduring exeution.The basi feature of these desriptions is the simple linear progression from informationon how to reate something, to the reation of that something, whih is then animated andfuntions in its environment (Fig. 1). In partiular, it all starts with the information, and theinformation enodes all that is needed to proeed. The translation is merely a mehanialproess of deterministi substitution of one symbol for another.The ase of DNA is speial beause the program it enodes | if we hoose to regardit as a program | is for the reprodution of its environment, inluding itself. In omputerterms, this would mean that the program's funtion is to build new hardware and run on itas well. Obviously, this requires raw materials to be aquired and assimilated, in order tofashion new strutures. But what about tools? While one may laim that the instrutionsfor reating the required tools are inluded in the program, one must also agree that someinitial toolset must be present in order to set the proess in motion. Suh tools, in e�et,onvey information about the funtion of the system as a whole, information that is notneessarily available in the program. Moreover, swithing the available tools may modifythe outome, thus diverging from the onstrution of a true replia. In the following setionswe explore these ideas in a biologial setting, in an attempt to haraterize those piees ofinformation that are required for life but are not enoded in the DNA.DNA: A Medium for Information StorageThe DNA moleule is an amazing example of nature pre-staging humans. It is not the onlyone. For example, birds and even insets ould y before humans ould, and bats' use of thereetions of ultrasoni sounds is often referred to as pre-staging the development of radarand sonar systems. But DNA is di�erent. DNA is not like any mehanism that operates onobjets in the physial world. DNA is as lose as one an imagine to the onept of pureinformation storage. Moreover, it uses a digital enoding.When the struture and funtion of DNA was deiphered in the 1950s, it turned out to2



be remarkably similar to the abstrat tapes postulated for storage in Turing mahines sometwenty years earlier, and the magneti tapes used for storage in early eletroni omputers.DNA, like a tape, stores data in a linear sequene. The data omes in disrete units, whihan be regarded as letters from an alphabet. In the ase of DNA, the letters are the fourtypes of nulei aids, ommonly denoted by A, T, C, and G. These letters are then groupedinto words that are three letters long, in order to enode a larger set of symbols (the aminoaids desribed next). In eletroni omputers, the basi alphabet is binary (zero and one),and words of 8 or more suh basi symbols are used to enode letters in human languagesand numbers.The most important information enoded in the DNA is the instrutions for the reationof proteins. Proteins, like DNA, are moleules that are essentially a linear sequene ofbuilding bloks that ome from a very restrited repertoire. In the ase of proteins, these arethe 20 amino aids. But proteins are not used to store information. Rather, they assumethe roles of both the infrastruture of living ells and the agents that \make things happen".The proess by whih the information stored in the DNA leads to the reation of a newprotein is rather involved. First, the DNA is transribed into messenger RNA | essentiallya opy that an be sent to the prodution plant. This is ompliated by the fat that agene need not be stored in a ontiguous streth of DNA, and the non-oding parts (theintrons) have to be splied out, leaving only the oding parts (the exons). The produtionplant | embodied by ribosomes and tRNA | translates the mRNA odes into amino aids,and failitates their linking into a protein hain. All these steps are atalyzed by existingproteins that bind to the DNA and the RNA. The ribosomes themselves, whih provide theinfrastruture for this proess, are also largely omposed of proteins and RNA. How all thisame to be is one of the major questions faing siene today [13℄.It should be noted that the information ontained in the DNA provides only a partialspei�ation of how proteins should be reated. The missing part is the three-dimensionalstruture that should be reated from the string of amino aids. The di�erene is the solutionof the protein folding problem. It may be that one a protein is reated, it immediately foldsinto the orret on�guration, and this on�guration is unique. But it seems that in mostases the same sequene of amino aids has more than one stable on�guration, and the onethat takes e�et depends on other proteins (alled haperones) present in the environment inwhih the translation takes plae. If the appropriate haperones are not present, the orretfuntional form of the protein will not be reated.The Cell as a State MahineIn nature, DNA does not have an existene of its own. Even viruses, the nearest thing to\pure DNA", need a ellular environment in order to funtion. By themselves, they areinanimate storage objets. The speial thing about viruses is that they are onstruted sothat when plaed in a ellular environment, proteins present in the ell operate on the virusDNA, and inorporate it onto the ell's reprodutive yle. In a sense, this is similar to whatwas done in reent mammalian loning suess stories: the researhers put DNA from onepartiular animal into an appropriate embryoni ellular environment from another animalof the same speies, suh that this environment took up the DNA and entered the normal3
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Figure 2: Simplisti view of the ell as a state mahine: the expressed proteins are the state,and their interation with the DNA ause new ones to be expressed, thus hanging the state.di�erentiation and growth proess [14℄. This was done without a full understanding of whatthe environment ontains and how this proess works.The fat that proteins bind to the DNA in order to ativate the transription proessindiates that the DNA ontains additional important features, not only the expliit dataabout protein sequenes. The most important binding sites are the promoters, whih ativatethe transription, and spliing sites, that allow the sequene to be onstruted from severaldisjoint piees. In addition there are sites that ause transription to terminate. Colletively,all these sites an be onsidered as ontrol features that augment the data itself. The ontrolsites link the DNA to its environment, by allowing the environment to inuene what proteinswill be fabriated under what onditions. Cells generally do not reate most of the proteinsthat are enoded into their DNA | only those that should be, as ditated by other proteinsthat interat with the DNA. This is the main di�erene between the genotype, i.e. the fulllist of genes, and the phenotype, i.e. those whose e�et we see.In omputer siene terms, a gene an be viewed as a state mahine's transition rule.The urrent state of the ell is determined by the omposition of the ytoplasm, that is, bythe mix of proteins that exist in the ell. Some of these proteins may interat with the gene'spromoter in order to ativate it. This eventually leads to the prodution of a new protein,whose addition hanges the state of the ell (the mix of proteins; see Fig. 2). The genomeis a olletion of very many of these rules. From any given state, there are transitions tomany other states aording to whatever rules are enabled at the moment, meaning thattheir gene's promoters an beome ative. In a real ell, many of these transitions may takeplae onurrently, as opposed to the sequential nature of the state-mahine model.The use of embryoni ells for loning is an example of the notion of states: for loningto work, the desired DNA has to be injeted into a ell that is in the \initial state" ofthe mahine. Only suh ells have the orret mix of proteins to start the di�erentiationproess. Naturally, the ellular state mahine is very omplex. The �elds of gene expressionpro�lling and proteomis are devoted to deyphering this state mahine. An important toolin this quest is the miroarrays that enable the expression levels of thousands of genes to bereorded and quanti�ed simultaneously. This essentially ammounts to reording the ell'sstate. As the state orrelates with various normal and pathologial onditions, being able toidentify the state is equivalent to diagnosing the respetive onditions.4



It should be noted that the above desription is very simpleminded, and ignores many ofthe real omplexities known to Biologists. One of the ompliations is that many transitionsour at one. In addition, the feedbak loop from the proteins to the ontrol of geneexpression is atually more omplex: feedbak ours at all stages of protein prodution, notonly at the initial transription [4℄. Thus existing proteins a�et the spliing of mRNA, itstransport to the ribosomes, and the folding, struturing, and stability of the newly reatedproteins. All of these stages are loi for the exerise of ontrol. The omplexity of theseproesses, best exampli�ed by the proess of transription, implies that it is hard to assignfull ontrol to the information enoded in the DNA. For example, transription may beregulated by multi-protein omplexes whose formation depends in a non-linear manner ondeliate quantitative balanes that integrate inputs from many di�erent signalling pathways[7℄. Nevertheless, we will regard the transition rules as emergent properties of the relationshipbetween the DNA binding sites and the omplex states of the ell.While the full state mahine is very omplex, it is atually omposed of a large number oflargely independent smaller state mahines. Skin ells, by virtue of being skin ells, oupya di�erent part of the state spae than musle ells or nerve ells. And the di�erent typesof ells retain their identity aross ell divisions. However, the di�erent state mahines areoupled to eah other after all. This is obvious from the proess of di�erentiation, where awhole organism starts from a single ell that divides repeteadly. Eah daughter ell assumesa di�erent role | moving to a di�erent area of the state spae | based on external stimulifrom its neighbors. This seems to be a uni-diretional proess: one the ells di�erentiate,they indeed go their separate ways.With this veiw in mind, we an observe that a living ell involves the interation of twotypes of information: the transition rules largely enoded in the DNA, and the state enodedin the ytoplasm. Neither alone an suÆe. And neither is more important than the other.Non-DNA InformationAs we established above, the information about a ell's urrent state is embodied in theomposition of the ytoplasm. But an the ytoplasm a�et the developmental trajetoryin a way that is independent of the DNA? In other words, an hanges in the ytoplasm beinherited, without orresponding hanges in the DNA?It would seem that the role of the ytoplasm is only to interpret the DNA, by providingthe enzymes and strutures needed for the translation and transription. This is muhlike the proess of ompiling a program to an exeutable. But in omputer siene, weknow that dishonest ompilation is possible, resulting in an exeutable that does not exatlyreet the soure ode (see sidebar on Trojan horses). Similar e�ets an also our in livingells. This is alled epigeneti inheritane, beause inherited traits are not passed throughthe onventional geneti mehanism. Rather, they are passed as funtional biohemials(typially proteins) that exist in the ytoplasm and mediate various e�ets. As ells split,their ytoplasm passes to the next generation, together with these proteins [6℄. Remarkably,this happens even in uniellular organisms suh as bateria.Although epigeneti inheritane is not the ommon ase, several examples have beenfound. Many of these depend on modi�ation of DNA struture without hanges in the ode5



itself (e.g. methylation and hromatin remodeling) [9, 6, 5℄. As suh modi�ations may a�etexpression patterns, it is hard to laim that they are independent of the DNA.However, examples that are not related to the DNA at all are also known. Perhapsthe best known example omes from prions, infamously known for their role in mad owdisease. Prions are proteins that have two di�erent stable onformations, that have di�erentfuntions. The rux of the e�et is that one of the funtions is to ontrol the onformation ofsimilar proteins. Thus one a protein adopts a spei� onformation, it auses other opiesof itself to do likewise. As the proteins propagate in the ytoplasm from eah ell to itsdaughter ells, this preferene propogates too [11, 3℄.Another lass of DNA-less inheritane is the inheritane of strutures. Perhaps the bestexamples ome from Tetrahymeana and Parameium, two protozoa that have ilia protrudingfrom the surfae of their ells. These ilia are organized in omplex patterns, and are apableof rhythmi motion that is used in feeding. An extensive analysis showed inheritane ofvariations in these patterns that is independent of DNA sequene [8℄. Moreover, experimentalmanipulation of these strutures also led to inheritable hanges [1℄.While known examples of inheriting strutural modi�ations are rare, the atual inher-itane of strutures is very basi. There are many ellular organelles that are required forlife but are not reated diretly from DNA-borne spei�ations. These organelles are typ-ially repliated independently | they grow and split independently of the enompassingell yle (albeit at about the same rate). For example, membranes whih are ruial forellular funtions are omposed of lipids, not proteins. The soure for lipids is external |they are an important part of food intake. They are then modi�ed as needed (by proteins),and assimilated into existing membranes. As membranes grow, they allow the ell to growand eventually to split. This is not diretly enoded in DNA.Similar proesses our in other organelles. Mitohondria are not reated from srath |they grow and split [15℄. The endoplasmati retiulum is built based on existing struturesthat are extended, and not rereated from srath. The same applies to speial parts of it,suh as the the Golgi apparatus [10℄. In all these examples the raw materials are indeedproteins, but they do not naturally ome together to reate the required omplexes. Theorganelles are omposed of many di�erent types of proteins, whih must onnet to eahother and be embedded in lipid membranes in the right ways. Thus the organelles have tobe there to begin with, in order to assimilate the new proteins into the orret loations ofthe struture. By doing so they grow, and eventually they an split.Summing up all the above leads to the following �ve-tier model of information neededfor ellular life:1. The lassial well known enoding of proteins in the DNA2. The DNA ontrol regions, by whih existing proteins ontrol the transription of others3. Indiret ontrol by interations among proteins, e.g. the reation of omplexes andsupport for traÆking and assembly4. Propagation of the ontents of the ytoplasm from a ell to its daughter ells, onse-quently a�eting their behavior 6



5. Strutural information, embodied in ellular organellesThe progression is from information that is enoded direlty in the DNA to information thatis not so enoded, and might even be ompletely absent.Sidebar: Trojan Horses and the Evolution of CompilationDishonest translation, in whih the produt does not preisely mirror the original enoding,exists also in omputers. The idea is known as a Trojan horse, so named after the woodenartifat from Greek mythology whih ontained more than was seen on the surfae. Insoftware, the term Trojan horse refers to an exeutable that inludes ode that is not atranslation of the original program | instead, it is ode that was added later, usuallymaliiously.A good example of maliious ode is omputer viruses. A virus is a piee of ode that isunobtrusively attahed to a program, and hanges its funtion under ertain irumstanes.Thus one of the main ways to detet a viral infetion is to reate digital �ngerprints thatallow one to detet when the exeutable has hanged. An exeutable that no longer �ts its�ngerprint is most probably infeted by a virus.
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Figure 3: A dishonest ompiler an add maliious ode (a Trojan horse, TH) in the proessof ompilation.But suh detetion an be avoided if the ompiler itself inserts the virus from the outset,so the original �ngerprint already inludes the virus in addition to the legitimate ode (Fig.3). We an then no longer hope to be able to detet infeted software. But if we suspet the7



ompiler, we might inspet its soure ode, and even re-ompile the ompiler itself before weuse it [2℄. Surely we an then trust the ode it produes?The answer turns out to be no [12℄. We an write a ompiler that reognizes its ownode, and adds the routine that infets software with the virus whenever it re-ompiles itself.This routine is then erased from the soure ode, that is left with only legitimate translationinstrutions. However, when ompiled by the orrupt ompiler, the result will be a neworrupt ompiler rather than a new honest ompiler. Note that the orrupting routine nolonger exists in the ode from whih the ompiler is ompiled | it exists only in the ompiledompiler, and is propagated by it from one generation to the next. Thus even if we inspetthe soure of our appliation and even the soure of the ompiler, and reompile both ofthem, we still annot be sure that the resulting exeutable is not infeted.Something similar to the above senario may happen even without any maliious intent.In large software projets involving the design of new languages, it sometimes happens thatafter several generations of language development, it is no longer possible to re-ompile thewhole system from srath.The proess is as follows. Assume the new language is alled L, with versions denotedby a supersript (L1, L2, and so on). First, a ompiler is written in another language S forompiling language L1, and ompiled. Call the resulting ompiler CL1 . Now language L1itself is used to write a ompiler for the next version, L2. CL1 is used to ompile this seondompiler, reating CL2 . We an now use L2, whih presumably has more features, to writean even more advaned ompiler for L3. This goes on with ompilers being written in moreand mode advaned versions of the language, and being used to ompile the next version.In priniple, this whole itertive proess an be repeated starting from the original ompilerin language S. But this depends on all the intermediate versions of the soure ode beingkept and atalogued in the order they were produed. If one of the intermediate versions ismisplaed, we are left with a working system that we an ontinue to develop, but we annotrereate it from srath. Part of the required knowledge is ontained in the operationalsystem itself, and does not exist any more in the soure ode. This does in fat happen inHuman-generated systems, even if perhaps it should not. end sidebarChiken and EggA major diÆulty with the notion that all the required information is ontained in theDNA is that it seems that this information is useless without all the surrounding ellularmahinary. While the DNA ontains basi instrutions on how to prepare many omponentsof this mahinary (namely proteins), it is unlikely to ontain full instrutions on how toassemble them into super-moleular strutures and to reate a funtional ell. And someomponents that are not made of proteins are missing altogether. Moreover, many di�erentell types are possible with the same DNA, so obviously additional information is needed.Thus DNA is only meaningful with a ellular ontext in whih it an express itself, and thereis an iterative, yli relationship between the DNA and the ontext.The obvious question when faed by suh an interlinked iterative proess is the hikenand egg problem: how did it all start? This question is atually more ompliated than8
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